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ABSTRACT:   
 

 Today most of the Attackers target social media network this happens in malicious 

 Environment.  User doesn’t know if the data we share is misused by the attacker or not.  We 

 propose a novel concept named “OTP” based data access, where the data owner can easily 

 identify the malicious user, because users should be validated to receive any data from data 

 owner. All stored data is based on Data Lineage concept. Data Lineage means only a single 

 copy of the data is shared to all users and an audit is maintained. We can avoid Duplications 

 and easily identify data leakage by effectively managing Database memory. An Automated set 

 of guidelines defined by us also ensures that our users don’t post any information that is 

 harmful or reveals any personal information. We have proposed one more concept named de-

 duplication, it basically finds out duplicate entries where we use MD5 Algorithm (message-

 digest algorithm).MD5 algorithm basically accepts a message as input and generates a fixed-

 length output, which is generally less than the length of the input message. The output is 

 called a hash value, a fingerprint, or a message digest. If the message digests match, then we 

 know a duplicate has been uploaded.                         
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

        

Cloud computing offers a new way of service provision by re-arranging various resources over 

the Internet. The most important and popular cloud service is data storage. To preserve the 

privacy of data holders, data are often stored in cloud in an encrypted form. However, 

encrypted data introduce new challenges for cloud data de-duplication, which becomes crucial 

for big data storage and processing in cloud. Traditional de-duplication schemes cannot work 

on encrypted data. Existing solutions of encrypted data de-duplication suffer from security 

weakness. 

We propose novel concept “share dataset and ownership dataset” and Data checker, shared 

dataset is dataset table which contain consumer access restriction for specific data, ownership 

dataset is like share dataset but that contain ownerships for specific data and shared data view, 
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in this way data owner can ease to identify malicious user, because consumer should be 

validated before view any data sent by data owner. All stored data must be based on Data 

Lineage concept. Data Lineage means share one copy of data to all users. 

 

[2] RELATED WORKS: 

 To keep sensitive users' data confidential against untrusted servers, existing solutions 

usually apply cryptographic methods. With data encryption, the same file will become different 

from each other, thus deduplication which is widely adopted by cloud storage service providers 

meets some challenges. Current method to solve the problem is to make use of some 

information computed from the shared file to achieve deduplication of encrypted data, say 

convergent encryption. But this piece of information which is computable from the file via a 

deterministic public algorithm is not really meant to be secret. To this end, Queue Jinn ; Lingo 

Wei had proposed a scheme in [1] to address the deduplication of encrypted data efficiently and 

securely with the help of ensuring the ownership of the shared file, encrypting data using keys 

at user's will and realizing the anonymous store through the digital credential. They had 

achieved this aim through proof of ownership (POW), proxy re-encryption (PRE) and digital 

credential.  

 

 Broadcast encryption allows a sender to securely distribute messages to a dynamically 

changing set of users over an insecure channel. In a public key broadcast encryption (PKBE) 

scheme, this encryption is performed in the public key setting, where the public key is stored in 

a user's device, or directly transmitted to the receivers along with cyphertexts. In this paper, we 

propose two PKBE schemes for stateless receivers which are transmission-efficient. A 

distinctive feature in our first construction is that, different than existing schemes in the 

literature, only a fraction of the public key related to the set of intended receivers is required in 

the decryption process. This feature results in the first PKBE scheme with O(r) transmission 

cost and O (1) user storage cost for r revoked users. Our second construction is a generalized 

version of the first one providing a tradeoff between cyphertext size and public key size. With 

appropriate parametrization, we obtain a PKBE scheme with (Ordain) transmission cost and O 

(1) user storage cost for any large set of n users. The transmission cost of our second scheme is 

at least 30\% less than that of the recent result of Bone et al.'s PKBE scheme, which is 

considered as being the current state-of-the-art. By combining the two proposed schemes, Jong 

Hwan Park ; Hee Jean Kim ; Maeng Hee Sung ; Dong Hoon Lee suggested in [2] a PKBE 

scheme that achieves further shortened transmissions, while still maintaining O (1) user storage 

cost. proposed schemes are secure against any number of colluders and do not require costly re-

keying procedures followed by revocation of users.   

 

 Kazuhide Fukushima in [3] had mentioned that Digital content distribution services 

require that only valid user devices that has a valid key can decrypt the broadcasting content, 

the keys can no longer be used to decrypt the content, if keys in a device are revealed, and 

invalid users who illegally use keys in a device can be identified. This paper proposes a 

broadcast encryption scheme with traitor tracing based on the ternary tree structure. Shinsaku 

Kiyomoto ; Yutaka Miyake ; Kouichi Sakurai had designed a new cover-finding algorithm in 

[3] and label assignment algorithm to achieve a coalition-resistant revocation and tracing 
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schemes. In the scheme, the number of labels stored in a client device can be reduced by about 

20.4 percent and the average header length by up to 15.0 percent in the case where the total 

number of devices is 65,536. The efficiency of the traitor tracing is the same as the complete 

subtree method, and its computational cost imposed on a client device stays within O(logn). 

The scheme in [3] is an improvement of the complete subtree and difference subset methods. 

 

 Jin Li ; Xiaofeng Chen ; Xinyi Huang ; Shaohua Tang  in [4]  had mentioned Data 

deduplication is a technique for eliminating duplicate copies of data, and has been widely used 

in cloud storage to reduce storage space and upload bandwidth. However, there is only one 

copy for each file stored in cloud even if such a file is owned by a huge number of users. Thus, 

deduplication system improves storage utilization while reducing reliability. Furthermore, the 

challenge of privacy for sensitive data also arises when users outsource them to cloud. Aiming 

to address the above security challenges, this paper makes the first attempt to formalize the 

notion of distributed reliable deduplication system. Jin Li ; Xiaofeng Chen ; Xinyi Huang ; 

Shaohua Tang ; Yang Xiang ; Mohammad Mehedi Hassan had proposed in [4] new distributed 

deduplication systems with higher reliability in which the data chunks are distributed across 

multiple cloud servers. The security requirements of data confidentiality and tag consistency are 

also achieved by introducing a deterministic secret sharing scheme in distributed storage 

systems, instead of using convergent encryption as in previous deduplication systems. Security 

analysis demonstrates that our deduplication systems are secure in terms of the definitions 

specified in the proposed security model. As a proof of concept, we implement the proposed 

systems and demonstrate that the incurred overhead is very limited in realistic environments. 

 

 Data deduplication is one of the techniques used for eliminating duplicate copies of 

data which is widely used in cloud to reduce storage space and increase bandwidth. Convergent 

encryption has been extensively adopted for secure deduplication, to use efficiently and reliably 

manage a huge number of convergent keys. A baseline approach named as Dekey is used to 

distribute the convergent key which would be shared across multiple servers. But 

implementation of Dekey using the Ramp secret sharing scheme has some limitations; a heavy 

computational cost is required to make n shares and recover the secret as a solution to this 

problem. Hence (k, L, n)-threshold ramp scheme (extension of existing ramp scheme) was 

proposed by Dharani P ; Berlin M.A. in [5] which is perfect, idle and faster secret sharing 

scheme, every combination of k or more participants can recover the secret, but every group of 

less than k participants cannot obtain any information about the secret.  

 

 

[3] PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

 In existing system, may not effectively find data duplication because that only effect 

data encryption under same key so it lead to security flaw. In the digital era, information 

leakage through unintentional exposures, or intentional sabotage by disgruntled employees and 

malicious external entities, present one of the most serious threats to organizations. 

Confidential data is undoubtedly one of the most severe security threats that organizations face 

in the digital era. The threat now extends to our personal lives: a plethora of personal 
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information is available to social networks and smart phone providers and is indirectly 

transferred to untrustworthy third party and fourth party applications. 

  We have proposed a scheme to de-duplicate encrypted data stored in cloud based on 

ownership challenge and proxy encryption. It integrates cloud data de-duplication with access 

control 

 We propose “Dynamically Generate Encryption key “mechanism in data transfers. This 

accountability can be directly associated with provably detecting a transmission history of data 

across multiple entities starting from its origin. This is known as data provenance, data lineage 

or source tracing. We define the exact security guarantees required by such a data lineage 

mechanism toward identification of a guilty entity, and identify the simplifying non-repudiation 

and honesty assumptions. We then develop and analyze a novel “De-duplication “Technique on 

Encrypted cloud data, for that we used trusted data checker, job of the data checker is to find 

given data is duplicate or not if not Then that data forwarded to key generator section for 

encryption as user specified algorithm.   

 That data is separate into multi part and generate a signature key for each part, key 

based on part content so we can easy to identify data duplication. Moreover, we maintain data 

set to each data, so every time user make share only effect on data set. Data owner have rights 

to remove our data permanently. 

 

Data owners: 

       Data owner can upload data’s, that data is split into multipart data then send to trusted data 

checker, job of the data checker is to generate signature key from MD5 and compare with 

previous keys, if mismatch then that data send to Key generator Server, Job of the key 

generator are generating encryption key as user specified algorithm, finally encrypt then store 

in Database. 

             

 

Owner Dataset: 

                      In this Module, we create data owner dataset, this dataset only map owner with 

our upload data’s, we maintain common database for effectively find duplications. 

The files will be uploading only once. If another data owner going to upload the same 

file in database means they will get the notification (the data is already uploaded in database). 

So, data owner can save cost and time. 

 

Shared Dataset: 

  Share Dataset is a light weight dataset that only contain mapping file metadata 

information, in our project we maintain one common big data database instead of unique 

because efficiently find duplication and memory management, if data owner share our data to 

client that data not replicate instead map client name  

 

Security: 

 We are implementing “Dynamic Encryption Key Generation”. It means all shared data 

only view with data owner permission, so we can avoid from unknown access.  
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Social users are group members they can only view and share the data. If want show the data 

mean they need to get permission to data owner, then data owner will send Encryption key after 

they can view the data. If data owner does not provide the KEY mean user cannot view the file.   

 

 

[4] SETUP AND RESULTS 

 
  Given Below we have provided the setup of the portal: 

 
Fig1: Architecture Block diagram  

 

 In the above diagram, 2 users (which can be scaled later) can upload data to our cloud. 

Using a duplication checker which matches the MD5 hash of the files, we are able to find 

duplicates. We maintain a dataset for all the uploaded data for faster access and retrieval. 

 

 
 

 
Fig 2: Uploading of data   

 

 Here when we upload our data (text/image).We shall compute our message digest by 

using MD5 Algorithm. If our digest is unique then our data is uploaded. 

 

 
Fig 3:Home Screen 

 

 In our portal , we can view the list of files we have uploaded in the portal. We either 

have the option of sharing our files to other users or can delete it from the cloud. 
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Fig 4:Shared Data. 

 Once we decide the share our data to other users based on his requirements. 

 

 
Fig 5; Viewing the File; 

 

 In this screenshot, Our file which is shared is encrypted and cannot be viewed directly . 

He has to request for the generation of a One-Time Password. Which will be audited  

 

 
Fig 6 : Portal screen 

 

 
Fig 7: Decrypted image 
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 Once the image is decrypted after entering the One-Time password , then we enter the 

shared user details in our audit file and let the user view the file. 

 

 
Fig 8: Generation of the OTP 

 

 We have generated the One Time Password which is sent to the shared user registered 

email ID. 

 

 
Fig 9:Duplicate entry upload 

 

 If at all we upload any duplicate entry/file , The MD5 message digest will be created 

and checked .If the message digest is already present then we cannot upload the data . 

 

 [5] CONCLUSION 

 We conclude by saying that by implementing this project on a large scale, we can 

prevent any data leakage and help to save space in the cloud by using de duplication techniques. 

The project can be further expanded or improvised by ensuring guidelines where we can 

prevent users from uploading any private or confidential information. For the retrieval of the 

data , the user will have to request an ‘OTP’ for auditing. 
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